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http://www.gwrra-nyt.org/
Chapter T will meet at TBA (Please Contact the Chapter Director
for location) on the fourth Thursday of this month.
Join us for a bite to eat @ 6PM with the meeting to follow at 7PM

As of 5/31/16
We have 15 points
DIRECTOR of GWRRA: Ray & Sandi Garris
Rider Education Director: Bob & Althea Berry
Region B Directors: Tom & Renee Wasluck
Region B Trainers: Eileen & Tim Guile
Region B Educator: John & Pam Van Deusen

NEW YORK DISTRICT STAFF :
District Director: Steve & Katy Nutting
Asst. District Directors:
Eastern—Gary & Donna Cork
Western—Shawn & Dawn Hayes
District Educators/Assistant: Bob & Kelly Brown
District Leadership Trainer: Shawn & Dawn Hayes
District MAD Coordinators: -TBA
District Choy Coordinators: Pete & Marielle St-Amour
District Couple of the Year: Vacant
District MEC: Pete & Marielle St-Amour
District Public Relations: Linda Waterman
District Treasurer: Eileen Guile
Newsletter Editor: Phil & Tammy Coons
District Webmaster: Clark & Linda Clemens
NY District Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/nygwrra

Chapter T Staff:
Chapter T Director: Ted & Janice Zamorski \ TedZamorski@gmail.com
Asst. Director: Linda Clemens 315-762-4339 \lmcleme@gmail.com
Treasurer: Jack & Joan Bisgrove 315-339-2452 \ bisgrove@twcny.rr.com
Ride Educator: Jim Thayer \ jthayer12@gmail.com
Tech advisor: Lester Bennett \ sawhorse@twcny.rr.com
Newsletter editor: Jim & Trish Thayer \ jthayer12@gmail.com
2016 Chapter Couple: Clark & Linda Clemens
MEC: Linda Clemens 315-762-4339 \lmcleme@gmail.com
Recording Secretary: Sally Williams \ salandwill@hotmail.com
Sunshine Coordinator: MaryAnn Bennett 315-339-4344 \ sawhorse@twcny.rr.com
Webmaster: Clark Clemens \ cwcleme@twcny.rr.com
Ride Coordinators: Jack Bisgrove & TBA
Photographer: Open

Birthdays:
14 Ted Zamorski
18 Ken Yaddow,
19 Will Williams
Anniversaries:
June 2-89 Mike & Betty Goldsworthy
June 17-1994 Jim & Trish Thayer
June 27-1970 Dave & Linda Fletcher

Congratulations to All!

Monthly Gathering
50/50 Winner
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Ginny

Chapter T’s Director’s
Corner

June 4th is almost upon us. All preparations have

been made by Chapter “T” and Chapter “D” for the NY
District Ride- In, in Cortland, New York. Many of us are
staying at the Hope Lake Lodge on Friday night and some are just riding in for the day. This
should be a great event as we have 87 registered for this, and we are sure there will be many
more just “stopping by” to see what is going on at CNY Power Sports. Hope to see you there!
21 members, along with one guest were entertained at our monthly meeting at the Franklin Hotel. It was good to
see some of the snow birds returning back home.
Linda Clemens has recently completed the Officer Certification Program. As everyone congratulated her, she was
given her Certificate of Completion certificate. Congratulations again Linda!
The May 22nd Chapter D and T annual T-CLOC and PLP
event at the Green Lakes State Park was cancelled due to
rain and there have been no plans at this time to reschedule.
Ice Cream and Dinner Rides have started. First ride was
to Nikki Doodles in Rome and then to Avicolli’s and another
ice cream ride to Y-Hills. All was a good showing of our
members who help continue to support our sponsors.
Our web master, Clark Clemens, now has the ice cream
and dinner rides posted on the Chapter T website with a map
to assist you if needed. These are also listed on the Newsletter Calendar that Jim also incorporated. Check it out and
come and enjoy some fun. Again, please support all of our
sponsors listed throughout this newsletter and recommend
them to family and friends.
Summer is here and will be taking that big ride or two. There
are certain things we need to keep in mind- Know your limits: Are
you really ready to ride hundreds of miles trying to reach your
destination? Make sure when packing your gear, hope for the best
weather, but plan for the worst. A rain suit and or heated electric
clothing can be a fun and life savers. Skip all of the extra coffee,
soda, or energy drinks you might feel will give you the extra boost
to keep going and ride farther, because as we all know, you'll be
stopping more to use the bathroom. But you do need to stay hydrated to help against cramping, soreness, dizziness, and headaches. Drink water before you become dehydrated and try to eat
right. Making sure to eat lighter foods while you ride and when are ready to call it a day, have that extra big meal. By all
means, stop before you are tired: a good rest will help you go
the extra distance tomorrow. And know your fatigue symptoms
before it's too late. Be aware of your weaknesses. It will help
you be a better and safer rider.

We still have the plaque!
Upcoming Events:
June 4th- 2016 NY District Ride-In, Cortland, New York
June 7th-12th- Americade, Lake GeorgeJune 9th- Zem’s, Canastota,NY
June 16th- DiCastro’s Brick Oven, Rome,NY
June 19th- Father’s Day
June 23rd- Chapter “T” meeting will be held at Gone Coastal, Lee Center,NY
June 30th -Sam’s,Rome,NY

Ride Safe Ted and Janice
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NY “T “Rider Education Page:
IT'S ALWAYS BEST to avoid riding over an object or road hazard. But,
there will likely be a time when you have no choice but to surmount a
potentially hazardous obstacle. If the obstacle cannot be avoided, you
must understand how to manage the hazard while maintaining traction and stability. With a bit of
knowledge, and practice, it is possible to survive running over many types of hazards without crashing. Let's take a closer look at just how to surmount most obstacles.

Hazard Types
It's important to understand that not all hazards are alike. Some lay in the road, such as
dropped lumber, or fallen tree limbs, while others are fixed, such as railroad tracks, speed bumps,
thick construction plates and potholes. Other hazards include uneven pavement—"edge trap" hazards that can deflect your steering and cause a crash. Each of these hazards must be handled with
different skills to prevent problems.
The first thing you need to do is determine if the obstacle can be surmounted. Any object that is
taller or deeper than your front axle is not a candidate unless you are riding a trials bike. Also, if the
object is likely to be slippery or might shift its position out from under you as you roll over it, you
should consider another plan of attack if at all possible. Once you determine that the obstacle is
possible to cross or surmount, then you can plan how to do it. The steps include establishing your
angle of approach, moving your body position rearward to reduce the load on the front wheel, accelerating lightly to extend the suspension before impact and decelerating before the rear tire hits the object. Each of these steps deserves an explanation in greater detail, so
you can know what to practice.

1. Hit It Square-On
To prevent the possibility of your front wheel being deflected rather than climbing or crossing the obstacle, you
want to maneuver the bike so that you hit the object with the bike completely upright and at close to 90° to its face as
possible. Doing this allows the suspension to more easily absorb the impact and minimizes the chance that your
front tire will slide along the edge and out from under you. Also, as the stabilizing effect of trail in the steering geometry will be lost when the obstacle impacts the front tire at a point higher than the plane of the steering head axis,
holding the handlebars firmly can help prevent the front tire from being steered away from your desired direction by
the impact.
Many obstacles have an obvious straight edge, such as a 2"x 4" board, or a railroad track, but some obstacles
have less defined edges. A pothole, for instance, may not have an obvious long edge to approach at 90°. In this
case, do the best you can to identify the best place for your front tire to make contact so that it hits the obstacle's
edge as close to perpendicular as possible.
It is very common to encounter railroad tracks embedded in the road that cross the path of travel at an acute
angle. Smart riders know to slow down and swing a bit wide so that they can cross the tracks closer to a right angle.
Not only does this minimize the chance that the front tire will slide out, it also avoids getting your wheel caught in an
"edge trap" where the wheel is forced to roll along the length of the obstacle rather than climb it. We will cover edge
traps a bit later.

2. Rise off the Seat
You can help your motorcycle handle the impact by letting your legs become additional shock absorbers. You do this by weighting the footpegs and rising slightly off the
seat to isolate your bodyweight and minimize the impact that the suspension must deal with. Most street motorcycles are not designed to deal with the impact of a large
object, which means that the front forks and rear shock will likely bottom out hard, possibly causing serious stability issues. Look at how dirt riders manage bumps, fallen
trees, rocks, and other obstacles. Even with the long suspension travel found on off-road bikes, dirt riders still need to stand so their legs absorb the hits caused by riding
over large obstacles. Also, dirt bikes are designed to allow the rider to sit atop the machine in an upright position centered over the footpegs which enables an easy ride to a
standing posture.
But many street bikes are not designed so the rider can easily rise off the seat. Cruisers with forward-mounted foot controls make it particularly difficult. Sport riders are
usually able to rise off their seat, but the forward-leaning posture puts a lot of weight forward on the handlebars, which is not ideal (see below). Still, it is smart to get as
much weight off your seat as possible before attempting to surmount an obstacle.

3. Transfer Weight Rearward
When the front wheel makes contact with the object, the suspension must compress in reaction to the impact. Unfortunately, most street bikes have only about 4" or 5"
of suspension travel, which means that the forks can easily bottom out and cause the front wheel to deflect and turn abruptly, potentially tearing the handlebars out of your
hands. To help the front suspension manage this impact, you want to unload and extend the front forks as best you can by shifting your body position rearward just before
making contact with the object. Squeeze the gas tank with your knees for stability, and try to keep your arms relaxed to minimize unwanted handlebar inputs.

4. Accelerate Slightly
To help unload the front end further, you can extend the forks by accelerating slightly just prior to impact. Keep the throttle on until the front tire clears the object and
then decelerate before the rear tire makes contact. That way, you reduce the risk of the rear tire spinning on the object and possibly spitting the rear end sideways.

5. Keep Arms Loose and Avoid the Brakes
Loose arms allow the front end to absorb the impact. Position yourself with your elbows bent, but with a firm grasp on the hand-grips. It will be tempting to grab the
brakes, either before or after you make contact with the object, but it's important to avoid introducing braking force while bouncing over an obstacle. This will likely result in
loss of traction and control. The only time you should consider braking is if you can do so while upright and well before or well after you make contact with the hazard. This
requires precise timing, so it's often best to avoid braking and instead focus on getting your bike and body in position for surmounting the obstacle.
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Edge Traps
Edge traps are surface hazards that have the potential for trapping the front tire in a way that prevents
the rider from turning the handlebars. Without the ability to steer the front wheel in the chosen direction, it is
likely that the bike will fall as the rider attempts to keep the bike in balance. Railroad tracks are an obvious
example of a potential edge trap. Another example of an edge trap is uneven lanes, often encountered when
a road is being paved and one lane has a thick layer of new pavement, but the other lane is at the original
level (or has been milled below the original surface level). Problems occur when changing lanes from the
"lower" lane to the lane with the thick layer of new pavement. If the rider were to simply ease over to change
lanes, the front tire will be forced to follow the edge of the new pavement, preventing the rider from adjusting
the angle of the front wheel to maintain balance. Also, the front tire must climb the edge to get into the other
lane, which requires the center of the tire to lose contact as the side of the tire tries to grip the "wall" of the
new pavement. As with any other obstacle, it is best to surmount the new pavement edge at as close to 90°
as possible.
Achieving a precise 90° approach is not always practical at highway speeds, but the rider must do the
best he or she can. To move from the lower lane to the upper lane with the thicker pavement, first check that
it is safe to make the change from the lower lane to the upper lane, and then swing wide, away from the
upper lane so you can cross the transition at an angle that is at least 45°. Once the attack angle is established, the rider should rise slightly off the seat and shift to a rearward body position before hitting the pavement edge. If the edge is very high, then an approach angle that is closer to 90° may be necessary, but
under stand that some edge traps may be too high to safely cross, in which case you should avoid making
the lane change altogether, because the consequences of a botched attempt can be high.

Dips
I remember hearing about a woman who crashed her motorcycle when she hit a dip in the road at a fairly high speed, causing her bike's suspension to compress
enough to allow the frame to grind on the pavement and her tires to lose traction. How could she have prevented this from happening? The number one concern is keeping
the chassis as stable as possible. This means keeping the suspension from compressing so much that it runs out of travel and bottoms out. She would have been smart to
reduce speed before the dip and then weight the footpegs or rise off the seat so that her legs could act as a second set of shock absorbers. With weight off the seat, the bike
probably wouldn't have compressed the suspension so much that the frame made contact with the pavement.
The key to avoiding loss of control when crossing road surface hazards is to first determine if you can avoid the object or surface hazard by steering around it. If not,
then you must understand how to surmount the obstacle so that traction and chassis stability are maintained. As with any
skill, you must practice if you have any hope of executing the maneuver correctly when you need it. I suggest you practice
surmounting obstacles by bringing a section of 2" x 4" to a clear parking lot and riding over it using the correct technique:
Approach as close as possible to 90°, position your body off the seat and rearward, accelerate slightly before making contact with the object, and decelerate as soon as the front wheel clears the object and before the rear tire makes contact. Stay
loose on the bars and keep your eyes up to continue scanning for any other hazards.
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•• Innovation of the Month

TECH CORNER

Motion Pro Pivot Air Chuck

with Lester Bennett

P

ROPERLY INFLATED TIRES are crucial to both safety and performance, but tending to air pressure is a chore
frequently neglected due to the minor inconvenience involved. Sure, it only takes a few minutes, but I'm on my
way out now! And, yes, I realize temperature changes can have a significant impact on psi, but I just took care of it a
few days ago—never mind that it was much warmer then, I'm not bothering with it again so soon! If a rider not only
has to take the time to check and adjust tire pressures, but also has to wrestle a clumsy air chuck into position amidst
tightly spaced spokes or behind giant brake rotors, the proba-bility of procrastination rises even higher.
It's amazing how little incon-venience we'll tolerate some-times. So, anything that makes a critically important task
a bit easier, and therefore more likely to actually get done, can be quite valuable. Motion Pro's Pivot Air Chuck cuts
the hassle factor down when dealing with difficult-to-access valve stems.
Picture the typical long reach chuck, the kind with a two sided head offset at a shallow angle at its tip. On a
densely packaged wheel, you can either maneuver the pipe in-between the brake rotor and wheel rim and approach
the valve stem directly, or you can use the backward-facing side of the head. The latter option relieves you of working
your way across the wheel's diameter, but it requires room for the chuck to extend well past the tire's circum-ference;
you can't do this if the valve stem is near the ground or obstructing bike parts. The other common chuck is a thumb
sized stub ending in a blunt dome. That dome can be broad enough to run afoul of wire spokes in some cases, and it
can be awkward to hold in place under large brake rotors (especially hot ones!).
The Pivot Air Chuck offers advantages over both of those designs. A mere 4.5 inches long, narrow, and easy to
grasp securely, it's an agile dagger in a land of broadswords and clubs—functionally, aesthetically and ergonomically
superior to its competition. Swiveling on the slanted end of its handle, the head can be turned to any angle between
55 and 125 degrees, allowing customization to suit different valve stem configura-tions and user preferences, which
may even differ based on where the valve stem ends up pointing when the wheel comes to rest. Simply give the head
a firm twist to maximize ease of access in most any situation (no need to loosen the bolt around which it pivots).
This chuck's inlet features 1/4-inch NPT threads com-monly found on air hoses and adapters (quick-disconnect
plugs are readily available for a couple bucks at hardware stores), and its valve stem fitting seals easily and reliably,
eliminating the frustration of pursuing the elusive perfect alignment/force combination required by some chucks to
stop hissing leaks. As we've come to expect from Motion Pro, the Pivot Air Chuck is elegantly designed and beautifully
crafted. Machined from billet alu-minum, it sports the company's signature royal blue anodizing and meticulous attention to detail. Of course, at $35, it should be gorgeous and a
joy to use.
Motion Pro's Pivot Air Chuck cuts the hassle factor down
when dealing with difficult-to-access valve stems.
Obviously, not every motorcycle's valve stems are hard to
reach. And even those that are can still be serviced by most
conventional air chucks with some manual gymnastics. But for
those who hate the fuss, and are apt to skip the chore of
proper tire inflation because of that, the Pivot Air Chuck's price
isn't much to pay for a safer, better handling motorcycle.
—Mark Barnes

Motion Pro, Inc.; 650-594-9600; motionpro.com
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June 2016
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Wed
1

Thu
2

Fri
3

Sat
4 GWRRA 2016
New York District
Ride-In at CNY
Power Sports,
Cortland , NY

8

9 Ice cream Ride

10

11

Zem’s,
Canastota,NY

Americade, Lake George
12
13
Americade,
Lake George

14

19
Father’s Day

21

/

15

Americade, Lake George
16 Dinner Ride

/

Americade, Lake George

17

18

24

25

DiCastro’s Brick
Oven, Rome,NY

20

23 Chapter T

22

Gathering at
Gone Coastal
5345 Lee Center Taberg Rd.

Lee Center, NY
Dinner—6:00 pm
Meeting 7:00 pm
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Sun

28

Mon

29

Tue

30

Wed

Thu

July 2016
3

4

5

6

7 Ice Cream Ride

Fri

Sat

1

2

8

9

15

16
BBQ/Gathering
11:00am

Dave's Diner State
Route 5, Utica, NY
6:30pm

10

11

12

13

14 Dinner Ride
Franklin Hotel
Rome, NY 6:00pm

17

18

19

20

21 Ice Creame Ride
Taylor Marie's
Pulaski , NY 6:30pm

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 Ice Cream Ride
Mercers Dairy,13584
NYS Route 12, Boonville, NY 1330
6:30pm

29

30

31
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H

ey, fellow New York GWRRA
Chapters, we still have the Traveling

Plaque.
We sure would like to see some friends join
us at our meeting in June.
Think about it, it will be held within 2 days
of the longest day in the year. That will be the
most daylight to get home in this year.
Come and break bread with NY Chapter “T” at
Gone Coastal, 5345 Lee Center Taberg Rd.,
Lee Center, NY 13363. June 23rd @ 7:00pm .
We’ll be looking for you.
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